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AGENDA

 Matchmaking

 Summits

 Workshops

 Keynotes

 Forums



MEXICO: 
INTRODUCTION OF 
LATAM BUSINESS 
CENTERS

Oct 31st, 2021

Mexico Business Center, Expo 2020

The Mexican Business Center will host a forum where Mexico, Chile, Colombia, El

Salvador, Peru, and Brazil will each send a representative from their business

center to speak about their economic and business agendas, highlighting the

priorities and projects of each country. Not only will this provide a valuable

networking experience, but it will serve as an opening through which participating

countries can establish mutually beneficial relationships and potential business

arrangements.



MEXICO: 
OPPORTUNITIES IN DUBAI 
November 14th, 2021

Dubai Chamber of Commerce

Underpinned by a shared vision of Mexican-Arab cooperation, the summit

will highlight the many opportunities that the UAE has to offer Mexican

companies, facilitating the achievement of the common goals of

prosperity and development. The event is dedicated to giving a general

overview of opportunities for Mexican businesses in Dubai, providing

insight into the Emirati market landscape, the main economic indicators,

and identifying sectors of particularly high opportunity. Omar Khan from

Dubai’s Chamber of Commerce will be the keynote speaker and the event

will take place at the Chamber of Commerce in Dubai. The objective is to

illustrate potential areas of opportunity in the UAE, where Mexican

businesses can offer their product or service and cover such areas of

interest such as investment and bilateral trade. In addition to providing

insights into the advantages of establishing a business presence or

investing in Dubai, the conference will identify mutually beneficial

opportunities and facilitate the forging of new commercial relationships.

The summit will cover the steps required and licensing requirements to

establish a business presence in Dubai. The conference will also be

streamed via a live transmission.



MEXICO: INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

November 29th – December 3rd, 2021

The purpose of this summit is to encourage actionable items regarding Mexican commercial and investment matters through a presentation

of the commercial treaties which Mexico is a part of. The forums will provide an overview of the implementation of these agreements,

delving into Mexico’s relationship with Asia, Europe, North America, Latin America, the Middle East, and North Africa. Distinguished

members of each region who understand the bilateral and multilateral agreements will be featured as speakers. Programming is as follows:

December 1st: APEC

December 2nd: TLCUEM

December 3rd: PACIFIC ALLIANCE



MEXICO: 
TECH-EDUCATION

December 12th - December 14th, 2021

While Covid-19 has posed significant challenges to the education

system, it has also created an opportunity to reimagine and innovate

the way we approach education. The pandemic has accelerated

much-needed innovation in a vertical that has largely remained

stagnant and unchanged, democratizing access to education through

the adoption of new formats and an embrace of all things “digital.”

Covid has reshaped the way we think about education, creating new

opportunities moving forward, the exploration of which is the theme of

the forum. Education has been challenged by the pandemic and other

factors, such as poverty, lack of resources and general interests. The

objective is to present these challenges and how we can overcome

them through new technologies and programs that can facilitate the

access to education and incentivize people to finish their studies

through the completion of a graduate degree. Headline topics will

include:

December 12th: The scope of education in world developing countries.

December 13th: How can we incentivize the population to keep on

studying?

December 14th: Tech-education: different ways of learning.



MEXICO: TOURISM
January 9th- January 12th, 2021

Boasting spectacular sights, unique activities, and a deep cultural

heritage, tourism is one of Mexico’s core sources of income.

Programming over four days will highlight the different aspects of the

Mexican tourism ecosystem, promoting the multiple facets of this

incredibly important industry with the end goal of opening Mexico and its

regions to new audiences and positioning Mexico as a fascinating travel

destination with beauty, history, and a surprise at every turn. The forums

will showcase Mexico’s most emblematic places and towns, highlighting

the country’s “pueblos magicos” (“magic towns”) to promote Mexico as a

global tourist destination, as well as presenting newer attractions, such as

one of Mexico’s more ambitious projects at hand: the Tren Maya. This

train system, which is currently under construction, will connect more than

20 locations across Mexico’s eastern peninsula, including hot spots such

as Tulum. Representatives from specialized organizations and tourist

regions will be in attendance. Headline topics are as follows:

January 9th: CNET

January 10th: Pueblos mágicos

January 11th: Presentation of Tren Maya

January 12th: Mexican State



MEXICO: 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

DATE TBD

Mexico Pavilion Business Center, Expo 2020

Three forums will highlight the broad range of attractive business

opportunities in Mexico. Ministry of Economy will present the current

panorama of commerce and investment in Mexico. The forums will

highlight the broad range of attractive business opportunities in

Mexico. Subjects of discussion will include investment opportunities in

Mexico, flagship projects, new technologies, innovative business

models, and new products and services.

Nov 5th. “Mexican MSMEs Trade Delegation”, Dr. Ana Bárbara

Mungaray.

The conference will showcase the selected MSMEs of SE´s trade

delegation and a opportunity to interact with business owners.

Nov 6th “USMCA: Trade and business opportunities in Mexico”, Dr.

Ana Barbara Mungaray.

With the US, Mexico and Canada renewed free trade agreement,

Mexico´s strategic location and infrastructure provide opportunities for

investment and trade for other countries in the North American region.

Nov 7th “Pacific Alliance: Fostering MSMEs inclusion in global

trade”, Dr. Ana Bárbara Mungaray and Mr. Pedro Francke Ballvé,

Minister of Economy and Finance of Peru, and representatives from

Chile and Colombia.



MEXICO: 
GLOBAL BUSINESS HUB January 16th – January 17th, 2021

This series of forums will cover the geographic, commercial, and

structural advantages that Mexico has to offer, including an overview

of the Mexican ports and logistics offerings. Topics will include the

presentation of the Inter Oceanic Corridor, which is currently under

construction, and will provide an alternative to the Panama Canal.

Like the Tren Maya, this corridor is one of Mexico’s most ambitious

projects currently underway. Upon its completion the corridor will

offer an alternative for the transportation of cargo from the Pacific to

the Atlantic Ocean, shortening the time required and reducing

logistics costs. The forum will also cover an overview of Dubai’s ports

and JAFZA’s benefits.

January 16th: DP World Conference.

January 17th: Inter-Oceanic Presentation.



MEXICO: INNOVATION 
AND TECHNOLOGY

January 20th – January 22nd, 2021

New technology and opportunities for innovation are two of the

biggest areas of interest for Mexico. We will present the main

emerging sectors in which Mexico’s SMBs are developing new tech,

focusing primarily on the new ways in which these companies are

increasing their productivity and revenue without increasing their

waste or environmental footprint. The series will feature a panel of

some of Mexico’s most promising startups, including a keynote

speech by the founder of Coraline, which uses artificial intelligence

to identify promising investment opportunities.

January 20th: Start Up panel

January 21st: Innovation and Technology companies panel

January 22nd: From unicorns to Coraline: how to become a unicorn



MEXICO: 
HEALTH FORUM

Jan 30 – February 2nd, 2021

This forum will showcase the major Mexican pharmaceutical companies

and promote the optimization of the health sector in Mexico. The

forum will form a platform to facilitate the exchange of best practices

and information, identifying new product trends in diverse markets that

have potential applications for implementation in the Mexican market.

With the goal of encouraging the optimization of manufacturing

processes, practices, and products, the forum will also highlight recent

technological innovations and develop new business relationships.

Agenda TBD

24 AL 27 ENERO FERIA DE DISPOSITIVOS



MEXICO: 
AGAVE AND SPIRITS

February 3rd – February 7th, 2021

Over the course of five days the business center will present a series that revolves around the multiple uses of the agave, one of Mexico’s most

important and famous products. Topics will cover various aspects of the agave life cycle, starting with it’s production and delving into the different

products that are derived from this plant (for example, such as tequila, mezcal and beer). Speakers from leading Mexican tequila companies and

heads of industry will speak about a variety of topics, explaining the production process and the important role that denominations of origin play in

the agave life cycle. The pavilion will host a series of spirit tastings, offering an opportunity for the public to come and taste a variety of Mexican

spirits. The goal is to accentuate the artisanal side and magic of the process that goes into the final result while showcasing agave products and

exposing new audiences to their appeal. Programming will include:

February 3rd: Tequila Tasting.

February 4th: Denomination of origin conference.

February 5th: Mezcal and Bacanora Tasting.

February 6th: Beer and Wine Tasting.

February 7th: Tequila Tasting.



MEXICO: 
AGRO INDUSTRY

February 13th – February 17th, 2021

Mexico is one the biggest players in the exportation of fresh fruits and vegetables. The agricultural business sector in Mexico grows every year, with

profits from farming reaching USD $8,518,435 billion annually. As such, it is a sector that is ripe with potential. Coinciding with the Expo2020 Agro

Week, the Mexico Business Center will present five days of programming covering the prospects for agro in Mexico, highlighting areas and products

where Mexico can play a leading role. The topics will highlight particular products of interest or for which Mexico is known for, such as avocados,

value-added products, coffee, and fresh and organic products. Not only will the programming serve as a platform to promote featured products,

but the forum will also act as a platform for sharing Agro-tech innovation and to foster relationships and strategic commercial partnerships between

Mexico and other countries. The headline themes are as follows:

February 13th: Superfoods

February 14th: Fresh and organic

February 15th: Avocado

February 16th: Coffee

February 17th: Value-added products

Guests will include representatives from the Mexican Chamber of Commerce relating to the relevant topics, as well as directors from the business

centers of the countries that have the most important commercial relationships with Mexico.



MEXICO: BUSINESS SUMMIT

February 20th - February 26th, 2021

This summit will promote products made in Mexico and explore the vast

possibilities of how to best position them in different markets, including in

the UAE. This is one of the Mexican business center’s most important

weeks given the many participants (distributors, providers, buyers, etc.)

and will be the main summit regarding Mexican businesses. Programming

will include:

February 20th: Mobility.

February 21st: Aerospace.

February 22nd: Agro-Industry.

February 23rd: Health.

February 24th: Infrastructure.

February 25th: Digital Industries.

February 26th: Made in Mexico.



MEXICO: MOBILITY

February 27th – March 1st, 2021

Mexico has an extensive transport and logistics network that plays a critical role in the global supply chain. The sessions will delve into the

different aspects of the future of mobility in Mexico, highlighting what Mexico can offer to the world while revealing new prospects for

development and communications in the field of logistics and mobility. Topics addressed will include an overview of structural changes,

such as the Tren Maya project, sustainable mobility, and an overview of the new landscape of renewable energy systems in Mexico, which is

an important shift and crucial safeguard for the longevity of the Mexican ecosystem.

February 27th: Renewable energy and energetic waste forum.

February 28th: Green Mobility.

March 1st: Tren Maya presentation.



MEXICO:  INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S  WEEK

As part of an expo-wide women’s week, the Mexico pavilion will show

various aspects of what it means to be a woman in the modern

world. Topics will cover a broad range, including economic,

empowerment, indigenous impact and the challenges women face

today to reach representation and integral independence, among

others.

Featured speakers will include female entrepreneurs to showcase their

work as success cases. Programming will also include the following

experiences;

*Daily guided meditations for women and by women cohosted with

different pavilions.

March 2do: Women migrants. They are migrating to escape poverty,

improve their livelihood and opportunities. Women represent almost

half of the 244 million migrants.

March 3rd: Mexican women weaving global connections – Keynote

Speech and networking event.

March 4th: Indigenous women’s impact. Mexican folk-art panels and

workshops.

March 5th- 7th: Women's Business Forum.

Global Mexican women-owned businesses.

Business match-making event in collaboration with the Women's

chamber of Commerce in Dubai, Ajman and Abu Dhabi.

March 8th: International Women's day Recognition. Conference and

networking event.



MEXICO: 
DENOMINATION OF ORIGIN 

TBD, 2022

Ramón González, Denomination of Origin Committee President, will keynote this forum

dedicated to the promotion of Mexican products that have a denomination of origin. The

goal is to educate those in attendance on what it means to have a denomination of origin,

why this is important, and to showcase some of Mexico’s most noteworthy products that

benefit from having a denomination of origin, such as Tequila. In demystifying what a

denomination of origin is, the forum aims to bolster the appeal of Mexico’s products that

fall into this category. A representative from the Tequila Regulatory Council will also be in

attendance.

Speaker Alfredo Rendón Algara, director of the Mexican Institute of Industrial Property.



GLOBAL BUSINESS FORUM 
LATAM

March 23rd – March 24th, 2021

Dubai’s Chamber of Commerce and Industry will be putting on three

themed forums relating to commerce, one of which is focused on LATAM

and in which the Mexico Pavilion plans to participate.



PARTICIPANTS
MINISTR IES  AND AUTHORITIES

 
• Minister of Foreign Affairs.

• Ministry of Economy.

• Minister of Culture.

• State of Oaxaca.

• State of Hidalgo.

• State of Yucatan.

• State of Mexico.

• National Fund for Tourism Development. 

• Ministry of Navy.

• Concamin

• Maya Train.

• Interoceanic Corridor Istmo de Tehuantepec.

• Guadalajara University.

• INAH, National Institute of Anthropology. 

• INBA, National Institute of Fine Arts.

• Banamex Cultural Promotion.

• Tequila regulatory council 

• Canacintra

• CCE

• CIRT



B U S I N E S S D I R E C T O R

G I N O  DE M E N E G H I  

P A V I L I O N  D I R E C T O R

B E R NA RD O  N O V A L  

P A V I L I O N  C O M M I S I O N E R

M A RT H A  J A RA M I L L O  

E X E C U T I V E  D I R E C T O R

FE R N A N DA  B O RB O L L A  

B U S I N E S S  
C O M M I S I O N E R

I N G R I D  O R O Z C O 

A G E N D A

M A RI A N A  R A M O S  

B U S I N E S S  C O U N S E L O R

T H A L I A  A Z U A R A  

B U S I N E S S  C O U N S E L O R

E M I L I O  A G U I L A R  

B U S I N E S S  C O U N S E L O R

D A N I E L  V A RG A S  

MEET THE TEAM

S E  C O M M I S I O N E R

D U L C E  D I A Z  

S E  C O M M I S I O N E R

A D R I A N A  A L V A RA D O 



CONTACT

MEXICO BUSINESS CENTER

MEXICAN PAVILION 2ND FLOOR
EXPO 2020 DUBAI

UAE 971-5456-00751

BC@MEXICOEXPO2020.COM


